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Abstract: This study investigates the effect of energy use on labor productivity in the Ethiopian
manufacturing industry. It uses panel data for the manufacturing industry groups to estimate the
coefficients using the dynamic panel estimator. The study’s results confirm that energy use increases
manufacturing labor productivity. The coefficients for the control variables are in keeping with
theoretical predictions. Capital positively augments productivity in the industries. Based on our
results, technology induces manufacturing’s labor productivity. Likewise, more labor employment
induces labor productivity due to the dominance of labor-intensive manufacturing industries in
Ethiopia. Alternative model specifications provide evidence of a robust link between energy and
labor productivity in the Ethiopian manufacturing industry. Our results imply that there needs to be
more focus on the efficient use of energy, labor, capital, and technology to increase the manufacturing
industry’s labor productivity and to overcome the premature deindustrialization patterns being seen
in Ethiopia.
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1. Introduction

Industrial expansion is essential for socioeconomic development as it generates
different opportunities—capital accumulation, structural changes, technological innovations,
and productivity—that improve economic performance [1–3]. Industrialization or the shift from
agriculture to the manufacturing sector is key to development, making development without
industrialization an unthinkable process [1,4]. Industrial development is also the pathway for
the structural transformation of an economy and society. High rates of economic growth and capital
accumulation are essential but not adequate for structural transformation, unless complemented by
industrialization [2]. Industrialization promotes economic diversification, inclusive growth, and the
efficient utilization of resources, such as physical, human, and mineral resources, which help eradicate
poverty [5].

The productivity advantage of manufacturing over other sectors is a major factor for pursuing
sustained industrialization, along with the higher externalities that can arise from manufacturing
growth [6]. Unlike agriculture and the service sectors, manufacturing accelerates convergence and,
with its huge productivity advantages, will enable developing economies to catch up with their
developed counterparts [4]. Different factors are attributed to industrial growth and productivity,
including human or physical capital, labor, energy, innovations, and capacity utilization [3,7,8].
Among others, energy is critical for productivity and growth as it enables achieving both industrial
development and structural transformation [9]. In fact, the use of energy is a precondition for
the development of human society and more energy use is required for sustaining industrial
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development [9]. Energy use is directly related to growth and economic development and is an
essential input for all production and consumption activities [8,10].

The causal relationship between energy consumption and growth has been investigated in
different countries but the results remain controversial with diverse outcomes in different countries
based on the econometric approaches used and the time spans of the studies [10–14]. Some studies
validate the positive effects of energy on growth and productivity [15–17], while others empirically
confirm a negative impact of energy on growth and productivity [11,12]. Others find no causal
relationship between the two empirically [10,18]. Here we use different econometric estimators
for matters of sensitivity analysis of the result to evaluate how energy affects labor productivity in
Ethiopian manufacturing.

In Ethiopia, the share of agriculture and services in gross domestic product (GDP) has been
more than 60 percent and 20 percent, respectively, for decades, while manufacturing’s contribution to
GDP has been less than five percent, which, too, is attributable to other industries [19,20]. Currently,
the service sector contributes 47 percent, agriculture 43 percent, and industry makes up the rest, leaving
a very low share of GDP being contributed by manufacturing [21]. The existing literature confirms
that Ethiopian people have been depending on agriculture for their livelihood for decades in terms of
production and employment, with significantly small contributions from the manufacturing sector
to the economy [22,23]. The dominance of, first, the agriculture sector and, later, the service sector
shows premature deindustrialization in Ethiopia, while the low share of manufacturing implies output
deindustrialization [21,24].

The low industry performance can be attributed to several factors such as inefficient use of
labor, energy, human or physical capital, innovations and capacity utilization [3,8,24]. As established
theoretically, energy is a significant factor in determining sustainable industrial production. However,
the empirical relationship between energy and growth is mixed [10–14]. Besides, there are very few
empirical studies on energy and productivity at the industry level. This motivated us to undertake this
study on the empirical relationship between energy and labor productivity in the case of the Ethiopian
manufacturing industry. Accordingly, this study addresses the following research question:

How does energy effect labor productivity in the Ethiopian manufacturing industry?
The analysis emphasizes the role of energy use in manufacturing labor productivity in Ethiopia.

The study uses panel data for estimating the empirical model using a dynamic generalized method of
moments (GMM) estimator. The estimation results confirm that energy use positively effects labor
productivity in the manufacturing sector in Ethiopia. This implies that the efficient use of energy
is a pillar of labor productivity in the Ethiopian manufacturing industry. Thus, this study adds
to the existing literature by empirically confirming the relationship between energy use and labor
productivity across different model specifications.

The rest of this research is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the literature on energy and
productivity. The empirical model and estimation approach are presented in Section 3, along with
the definitions of the variables used in the model. Data are discussed in Section 4. A descriptive and
regression-based analysis of the energy and labor productivity of the manufacturing sector in Ethiopia
is discussed in Section 5. The final section gives the conclusion and the implications of the findings.

2. Literature Review on Energy and Productivity Growth

This section presents a general overview of the link between energy and productivity, followed by
an empirical review of the relationship between energy and growth. It then discusses existing studies
on the determinants of labor productivity. This helps establish the rationale for undertaking this study
that links energy with labor productivity at the industry level in Ethiopia.

There are two empirically fundamental questions related to disparities in the level of economic
development across nations. Economists inquire why some economies are richer than others, and what
accounts for the huge increases in real incomes over time [25,26]. The extensive dispersion of output
growth rates across countries is documented economically [27]. A comparison between countries
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shows that countries that at one time had similar levels of per capita income consequently followed
very different patterns, with some seemingly caught in long-term stagnation while others were able to
sustain high growth rates [28].

Among others, productivity is a determining factor of growth at the national and industrial levels,
with increasing globalization and the expansion of competitive industrial product markets [16,29].
High industrial labor productivity results in lower per unit costs and increases firms’ ability to compete
in global markets [16]. There are several determinants of labor productivity, including human or
physical capital, energy, and technology [29–31]. Energy is an essential input that constrains or induces
productivity growth in different firms. It is an essential factor of production that is required in all
economic processes [29,31]. This basic production input in economic activities provides a conducive
platform for industrial growth and productivity. The efficient use of energy leads to the higher
productivity of resources and a more dynamically competitive economy that can respond to the
required economic transition from agriculture to industry dominated structure [32].

Energy has countless ways of empowering human beings through increasing productivity,
powering industrial and agricultural processes, alleviating poverty, and facilitating sound social and
economic development [33]. Limited access to energy cripples economic growth and development,
which makes universal access to energy a major emphasis of the sustainable development goals [9].
The increased availability and use of energy increases productivity and enhances economic
development [34]. Energy is primarily associated with the provision of power for agricultural
or industrial production [35,36]. In fact, sustainable development and modern industry require reliable,
affordable, and energy services available for all on a sustainable basis [9,33]. However, access to energy
is limited and is accompanied by low quality and poor reliability, affordability, and availability [9].
Energy can be measured in terms of cost or value and can be disaggregated into electricity or other
forms of energy based on types. It is possible to measure energy consumption in equivalent kilowatt
hours (KWh) [37].

Energy use is a major stimulating factor in industrial productivity [16,32]. Public services and
industrial production require access to energy use [12]. Recently, the demand for energy has been
increasing, with the world having a population of over 7.2 billion, which is increasing [38]. Access to
energy in Africa is low—for every ten people in sub-Saharan Africa (SSA), only four have access to
electricity compared to the global access of nine out of ten people having access to energy; 57 percent
of the global deficiency in access to electricity energy comes from SSA [9].

There is an increasing interest in identifying energy’s role in productivity, as empirical findings
on their causal relationship are mixed [13,39]. For instance, Schurr et al. [40] presents the association
between energy consumption and growth in the national product (GNP) in the United States over
the period 1880-1955. These authors identified two trends in the pattern of the energy share in
relation to GNP. The share of energy to GNP was rising, until it declined persistently after the war.
This change in the trend is attributed to a compositional change in the national output to light industries,
which use less energy compared to heavy manufacturing industries and services and is also due to
major improvements in the efficiency of energy conservation in light industries. In a follow-up to the
study by Schurr et al. [40], Schurr [41] explored the link between energy use, productive efficiency,
and energy efficiency from the 1920s to 1981. His study indicated that energy intensity, defined as
energy’s share in GNP, declined when multifactor productivity increased during the study period.
Unlike the share of energy in output, which is attributed to technological advances that increased
overall productive efficiency, energy intensities in terms of factor inputs increased over the study
period. This ultimately led to an increase in the final output, which was more than the consumption
of energy.

The role of electrification and non-electricity energy in productivity growth for the USA’s economy
is examined by Jorgenson [42]. His study confirms that electricity energy is related to productivity
growth. However, there is also a strong association between non-electricity energy and productivity
growth in the US economy. In another related study, Boudreaux [43] examined the impact of electricity
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energy on manufacturing productivity in the US from 1950 to 1984. This study showed that growth in
electricity energy accounted for 79 percent of the value added to the manufacturing sector. Empirically,
the study showed that the decline in energy growth accounted for the slowdown in productivity and
output growth.

The role of energy in productivity growth in the European Union countries is assessed by
Murillo-Zamorano [44] who empirically confirmed that energy is a fundamental input in productivity
change. In another related study, the relationship between energy and labor productivity was examined
by studying the effect of renewable and non-renewable energy in European countries over the period
from 1995 to 2015 using the production frontier approach [45]. This study showed that renewable and
non-renewable energy had an effect on the growth of the countries in the European Union. Based on his
study, the author concluded that non-renewable energy had a positive impact, leading to divergence,
while renewable energy had a negative impact, leading to convergence.

Energy and income causality for ten emerging markets, excluding China because of limited
data availability and the G-7 countries, is examined in Soytas and Sari [17]. Their results show the
bidirectional causality in Argentina, causality running from energy to GDP in France, Germany, Japan,
and Turkey and causality running from GDP to energy consumption in Italy and Korea. The nexus
between energy and growth for 20 net importer and exporter countries from 1971 to 2002 using the
panel vector correction model is investigated by Mahadevan and Asafu-Adjaye [46]. Their findings
show that for energy exporter developed countries this causal relationship is bidirectional, while for
developing countries energy stimulates growth in the short term.

The effect of energy consumption and human capital on economic growth for 130 oil-exporting and
developed countries from 1981 to 2009 is investigated by Alaali et al. [15]. Using GMM, they estimate
an augmented neoclassical growth model, including education and health as human capital along
with energy consumption. Their results show that energy had a positive and significant effect on
growth. The empirical relationship between energy consumption and gross domestic product for six
Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) countries using cointegration and causality methods is investigated
by Al-Irani [13]. His results show a unidirectional causal relationship running from GDP to energy
consumption, but not the other way around. Moghaddasi [11] investigated the role of energy
consumption in total-factor productivity in Iranian agriculture using the Solow residual model and
their results show a negative impact, which they attribute to cheap and inefficient use of energy in
this sector.

Kebede et al. [12] investigated energy demand in east, west, central, and south sub-Saharan
countries using time series cross-sectional data for 20 countries for a 25-year time span. Their results
show that energy demand was positively related to GDP, the population growth rate, and agricultural
expansion, while it was negatively correlated with industrial development and the price of petroleum.
The causal relationship between energy consumption and economic growth for 11 sub-Saharan African
countries is investigated by Skinlo [18] using the ARDL bound test and Granger causality. His results
show that there was cointegration between energy use and economic growth in seven countries
included in the study: Ghana, Cameron, Senegal, Cote d’Ivoire, Zimbabwe, Gambia, and Sudan.
In Sudan and Zimbabwe, the Granger causality ran from economic growth to energy use while
in Cameroon and Cote d’Ivoire he found no Granger causality between energy consumption and
economic growth.

Wolde-Rufael [39] investigated the causal relationship between energy consumption and economic
growth for 17 African countries using the variance decomposition factor and impulse response analysis.
The variance decomposition analysis confirmed that labor and capital were important, while energy
was not as important as these factors. A meta-analysis using a multinomial logit model for 174
samples was conducted by Chen et al. [10] to explore the relationship between energy and GDP, with
controversial results that show that the time span, econometric model, and selection characteristics
affected the debatable outcomes of the casual relationship significantly.
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The second part of this section explores labor productivity and its determinants, as studied by
different researchers. Su and Heshmati [30] studied the development and source of labor productivity
in 31 provinces of China during 2000-09. They used a fixed effects model adjusted for heteroscedasticity
to estimate the coefficients’ fixed assets, average labor wage, total volume of business, post and
telecommunications, and profits, which had a positive effect on labor productivity. Accounting for
heterogeneity, Velucchi and Viviani [47] examined the determinants of labor productivity in Italian
firms using panel data and a quantile regression. Their results show that human capital and assets
had a strong positive impact on fostering the productivity of low productive firms compared to high
productive ones. Islam and Syed-Shazali [48] studied the impact of the degree of skills, research
and development (R&D), and a favorable work environment on the productivity of labor-intensive
manufacturing industries in Bangladesh. Their results confirmed a positive correlation between
productivity and the degree of skills and the work environment, though it was a weak correlation;
R&D had a strong positive correlation with productivity in Bangladesh.

Recently, Heshmati and Rashidghalam [49] studied the determinants of labor productivity in
manufacturing and service sectors in Kenya using the World Bank Enterprise Survey database for
2013. Their findings confirm a positive effect of capital intensity and wages on labor productivity
while female participation reduced productivity in these sectors. In a comparative study, Nagler and
Naudé [50] examined the factors determining the labor productivity of non-farm enterprises in rural
sub-Saharan Africa in Ethiopia, Nigeria, Uganda, and Malawi using the World Bank’s Living Standards
Measurement Study – Integrated Surveys on Agriculture (LSMS-ISA) database. They found that rural
enterprises were less productive than urban enterprises. By estimating Heckman selection and using
panel data models, their study confirmed that education and credit availability induced enterprises’
labor productivity.

Samuel and Aram [51] studied the main factors that helped or hindered the realization of
industrial productivity in Africa. The study concluded that financial development, economic
development, the labor market’s flexibility, and the real effective exchange rate were clear determinants
of industrialization in the entire region. In a time-series analysis Otalu and Anderu [7], the determinants
of industrial sector growth in Nigeria were examined using the cointegration and error correction
model (ECM). Their results show that both labor and capital had significant effects on economic growth.
The exchange rate showed a positive and significant impact, signifying that currency appreciation
might be detrimental to the growth of the industrial sector. In addition, the authors also found that
these factors had a more permanent and not a transitory effect on industrial output.

In the energy literature, the contribution of energy use to productivity in practice is controversial,
with some studies claiming that energy use is a fundamental pillar of productivity growth, while others
argue that energy has little effect on productivity growth [10,44]. In studies on labor productivity,
energy seems to be missing as a major determinant factor in explaining labor productivity [47–51].
Furthermore, there is little focus on investigating the explicit role of energy in labor productivity from
the manufacturing industry’s perspective [47–49]. Most growth theories fail to include energy use as a
pillar of productivity or as one argument for the growth differences between nations [45].

Thus, this study adds to the existing literature by addressing the controversial nature of previous
studies’ results by empirically investigating the association between energy and productivity in the
Ethiopian manufacturing industry. It also considers energy as a major variable of interest for explaining
labor productivity in addition to capital and technical changes. This link is investigated from the
manufacturing industry’s perspective. Moreover, this study uses different model specifications to
confirm the consistency of this relationship by using both static and dynamic panel data estimators for
the manufacturing industry groups.
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3. Model Specification and Estimation

3.1. Model Specification

Productivity is a fundamental indicator for assessing economic performance [52]. In general
terms, productivity can be defined as the ratio of total output produced to the inputs used. There are
different measures of productivity, which can be classified as multifactor productivity measures and
single factor measures of productivity [53]. The former relate output to a bundle of inputs, while the
latter measure the ratio of output to a single input [52]. For instance, labor productivity is defined as
the ratio of the quantity index of gross output to the quantity index of labor input [53]. Among other
factors, energy is a key driver of economic growth and industrialization as it enhances the productivity
of labor, capital, and other factors of production. In fact, energy use has received considerable attention
as a pillar of productivity in the literature on energy economics, but with mixed empirical results for
different countries on the causal relationship between the two [13,15,46].

This study empirically investigates the relationship between energy use and labor productivity in
Ethiopian manufacturing industries. Like labor and capital production factors, energy is seen as an
essential factor for economic development [15]. The production function is a useful tool for analyzing
the technological relationship between labor, capital, other inputs, and the output produced [54].
The production function which relates output to the vector of inputs is mostly used for analyzing
productivity [55,56]. Accordingly, in this study, the production function developed by Cobb and
Douglas [57] is used for estimating the productivity of labor in the manufacturing sector in Ethiopia.
The Cobb–Douglas production function, with two inputs in its basic form [58,59], is represented as:

Y = ALαKβ (1)

where Y denotes the quantity of production or output or its value, L represents labor or its value, and K
stands for the value of capital. α and β are parameters of inputs labor and capital respectively and A
is technology. This standard production function can be generalized to include more inputs such as
energy and other material inputs:

Y = ALαKβEγ (2)

where the other variables are defined in the same manner as in Equation (1). E stands for energy inputs
in the production process and γ denotes a parameter to be estimated as a coefficient for energy input.
We can linearize the production function by log transformation as:

LogY = logA + αlogL + βlogK + γlogE + U (3)

if α+ β+ γ > 1, IRS
if α+ β+ γ ≺ 1, DRS
if α+ β+ γ = 1, CRS

(4)

where α, β, and γ stand for elasticities of production with respect to labor, capital, and energy
respectively. Equation (3) is the first model to be estimated to decide production’s returns to scale
in the manufacturing industry in Ethiopia. The sum of the parameters will give us a measure of the
returns to scale from a proportional increase in inputs. If the sum of the parameters is greater than one
we have increasing returns to scale (IRS); if the sum is less than one, we get decreasing returns to scale
(DRS); if the sum is one then the returns to scale are constant (CRT).

As labor productivity shows how effectively labor inputs are converted into outputs [60], we take
production or output per employee to measure labor productivity. There are two ways of doing this.
First, if one is interested in the scale effects of energy and capital use on labor productivity, then the
right-hand side of the equation to include all inputs in the original form per labor, while the left side is
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measured as productivity—that is, output is divided by labor. In this case, labor, on the right-hand
side, represents the scale of production as:

Y
L

=
ALαKβEγ

L
(5a)

Y/L = ALα−1KβEγ (5b)

LogY/Lit = logAit + (α− 1)logLit + βlogKit + γlogEit + Uit (5c)

ρ = α− 1; then,α = ρ+ 1 (5d)

LogY/Lit = λ+ ρlogLit + βlogKit + γlogEit + tit + Uit (5e)

where the dependent variable is labor productivity, which measures the scale effect of the factors on
labor productivity. Value of energy is used for the manufacturing industry as a major variable of
interest. Labor is a control variable that represents the scale of production and is defined as the number
of employees in the industry group. The second key control variable is capital, which is defined as the
value of the industry groups’ fixed assets. All variables are in logarithm form, so that the coefficients
are defined elasticities. T represents the trend, which is included for capturing the technical change
effect. U represents the error term of the panel model and subscripts i and t represent the industry
sector and time period respectively. U contains unobservable sector- and time-specific effects. βs are
unknown coefficients of the explanatory variables, where λ is the constant term.

Equations (6a) and (6b) represent the third model, which measures the intensity effect of factors on
labor productivity. The other way of specifying the model is by dividing the right-hand side variables
(L, K, E) with labor to express energy and capital in the form of capital intensity and energy intensity,
respectively, while the L ratio will end up in the intercept. Thus, the third model to be estimated is
written as:

Y
L

=
(A

L

)(L
L

)α(K
L

)β(E
L

)γ
(6a)

Y
L

=
(A

L

)(K
L

)β(E
L

)γ
;
(L

L

)α
= 1α = 1 (6b)

For all the three models to be estimated, an error term is included and the models are linearized
and transformed into logarithm forms before estimation. The third model to be estimated (7a) measures
energy and capital intensity and their effect on labor productivity in manufacturing industrial groups
in Ethiopia:

Log(Y/L)it = µ+ βlogkit + γlogeit + tit + uit (7a)

LogMLPit = α+ βlogCapital Intensityit + γlogEnergy Intensityit + λtrendit + Uit (7b)

where manufacturing labor productivity is the dependent variable defined as the manufacturing output
of an industry group per employee. µ is the intercept, β is a slope coefficient for capital intensity, γ is a
slope coefficient for energy intensity, while t stands for time trend to represent a shift in the production
function over time and thus λ is the rate of technological change. U is the error term in the model with
i and t representing industry group and time respectively. It follows an error component structure
consisting of industry effects and random error components.

3.2. Model Estimation

Panel data models can be static or dynamic. Static panel data models can be estimated using
pooled ordinary least squares (OLS), fixed effects (FE), and random effects (RE) models, but these
models do not take the problems of heteroscedasticity, serial correlation, and the endogeneity of the
explanatory variables into account [61–63]. The pooled OLS model ignores fixed industry and time
effects. In FE, these are fixed effects correlated with the inputs, while it is assumed that they do not
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correlate with inputs in the RE model. In all the models, the time effects are captured by the trend.
In the FE model, we estimate the effects in the form of industry intercepts, while, in RE, we estimate
the parameters of the distribution of the industry effects which, are assumed to have means of zero
and constant variance [63].

To solve the estimation problems related to a static panel formulation, we use the dynamic panel
model of difference GMM and system GMM estimators, as proposed by Arellano Bond [64] and
Arellano and Bover [65], respectively. The difference GMM and system GMM are dynamic panel
estimators designed for large N and small T, many groups/individuals, a few time periods, a linear
functional relationship, one left-hand side that is dynamic depending on its own past realization,
and for independent variables that are not strictly exogenous [66]. System GMM contains both level
and first difference equation parts, it uses instruments in levels for equations in first difference and
uses instruments in first difference for equations in levels [61]. After estimating the dynamic panel
data models, tests for the serial correlation of the residuals and overidentification were done using
Hausman or Sargan tests and the autoregressive AR (2) test, respectively [64,65].

4. The Data

4.1. Data and Variables

All data used in this study are taken from the Ethiopian Central Statistical Authority (CSA).
The period 2005–2016 is chosen for the study since the latest information on all variables is available only
up to 2016. The number of industry groups and the study period were determined by data availability.
A two-digit industry sector level is the most disaggregated data level available for this specific case.
The number of observations for industry groups (industrial sectors) is 15, where, for every industry
group, the relevant variables available are included. Table 1 provides a list of the industry groups.
The medium and large manufacturing industries in Ethiopia are categorized into 15 industry groups.

Table 1. List of industry groups.

Industry Code Industry Group (Sector)

1 Food Products and Beverages Industry
2 Tobacco Products Industry
3 Textiles Industry
4 Wearing Apparel, Except Fur Apparel Industry
5 Tanning and Dressing of Leather; Footwear, Luggage, and Handbags Industry
6 Wood and of Products of Wood and Cork, Except Furniture Industry
7 Paper, Paper Products, and Printing Industry
8 Chemicals and Chemical Products Industry
9 Rubber and Plastic Products Industry

10 Other Non-Metallic Mineral Products Industry
11 Basic Iron and Steel Industry
12 Fabricated Metal Products Except Machinery and Equipment Industry
13 Machinery and Equipment Industry
14 Motor Vehicles, Trailers and Semi-Trailer Industry
15 Furniture; Manufacturing Industry

Source: Central Statistical Authority (CSA).

Table 2 gives the list of variables used in this study and their definitions. To define labor
productivity, we need information on production and employment. Production, in our case, is defined
as the gross value of production by industry group. Employment is defined as the number of employees
by industry group. Accordingly, labor productivity is defined as the ratio of production to employment
by industry group or per capita employed production, labeled in the literature as labor productivity.
Energy is defined as the ratio of the value of energy consumed by the industry groups. Capital is
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defined as the total value of the fixed assets by industry groups. Table 2 also shows the expected
effects of the variables in the model on labor productivity. Labor productivity is the dependent
variable and the explanatory variables are energy use, employment, capital, and trend which are
expected to be statistically significant in the empirical estimation. The expected sign for employment is
positive as industries in Ethiopia are more labor intensive, so adding more labor is expected to increase
production. Similarly, the expected signs of the parameters for energy, capital, and technical change
are expected to be positive. It is assumed that energy use and capital will increase labor productivity
in the manufacturing industries in Ethiopia. Wages and salaries were included as a proxy for human
capital but they were excluded from the estimation due to high collinearity problem. An increase
in wages and salaries is expected to positively affect labor productivity and higher wages per capita
reflect the laborers’ skills and education levels.

Table 2. List of variables, expected level of significance, and coefficient signs.

Variables Variable Definitions Expected Effect

Dependent variable:
Labor Productivity Ratio of gross value of production to number of employees -

Independent variables:

Production Gross value of production by industrial group (in 000 Birr) -
Employment Number of employees by industrial group positive

Energy Ratio of value of energy consumed to total industrial
expenditure by industry group positive

Capital Total value of fixed assets by industry group (in 000 Birr) positive

Time trend Is a proxy for technical change and is included in the model
as a control variable positive

4.2. The Variables’ Development Over Time

Figure 1 gives the trends of production for the 15 industries included in this study. The industry
classification is standard, as provided by the Statistics Authority of Ethiopia. A list of the 15 industry
groups is reported in Table 1. Based on this, the food and beverage industry (industry code 1) shows an
increasing trend for 10 years (2005–2016). Similarly, the other non-metallic mineral products industry
(industry code 10) and the motor vehicle and trailer industry (industry code 14) show an increase in the
recent years of the study period. However, the remaining industries have constant trends in production.
Thus, the outcome of policies in the form of industrial development’s effects are heterogeneous across
industry groups. Figure 2 presents the trends of energy use across the industry groups. With the
exception of the wood products industry (industry code 6) and the non-metallic mineral industry
(industry code 10), the overall trends in energy use throughout the decade, on average, show steady
growth. However, these two industries are relatively more energy intensive and, very recently, a decline
in energy use has been witnessed in both these industries.

Figures 3 and 4 give the trends of capital and employment in the 15 industry groups in the study
period. The use of capital increased over time for the food and beverage industry (industry code 1)
and the non-metallic mineral products industry (industry code 10) compared to the other industry
groups. Employment in the food and beverage industry (industry code 1) as well as the textile industry
(industry code 3), on average, showed an upward trend throughout while the rubber and plastic
industry (industry code 9) and the metallic industry (industry code 12) had huge employment in the
second half of the study period but, overall, had a flatter upward trend over time. In the remaining
industry groups, the overall employment trend was steady.
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Figures 5 and 6 show the share of production and energy use by the manufacturing industry
groups. The food and beverage industry (code 1) had the lion’s share in terms of production followed
by the non-metallic mineral products industry (code 10). The apparel industry (code 4), wood industry
(code 6), and machinery industry (code 13) had the lowest shares compared to the other industry
groups. The energy use share was the highest in the metallic industry (code 10), followed by the wood
industry (code 6), the apparel industry (code 4), and the textile industry (code 3).Energies 2019, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 14 of 23 
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5. Empirical Results and Discussion

5.1. Descriptive Statistics

Table 3 gives the summary statistics of the variables of interest. It gives information about the
overall, between, and within variations in terms of mean and standard deviations, together with the
minimum and maximum values of the variables. The total sample is 180 observations: 15 industry
groups and 12 years of data from 2005 to 2016. In the summary, we included variables such as industry
production, employment, and labor productivity, defined as the ratio of production per employee in
the industry groups, capital proxied by fixed assets, and the value of energy and human capital proxied
by wages and salaries. Accordingly, for variables such as production per employee and the value of
energy, the within variations are higher than the between variations, while the within variations of
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labor and capital are higher than the between variations. The minimum and maximum values of each
variable are also given in Table 3.

Table 3. Summary statistics of the variables of interest.

Variable Variations Mean Std. Dev. Minimum Maximum Observations

ID
Overall 8 4.3349 1 15 NT = 180
Between 4.4721 1 15 N = 15
Within 0 8 8 T = 12

Years
Overall 2010.5 3.4616 2005 2016 NT = 180
Between 0 2010.5 2010.5 N = 15
Within 3.4617 2007 2016 T = 12

Production
Overall 453,240 8,002,421 13,673 5.54 × 107 NT =180
Between 5,985,648 55,1875.1 2.50 × 107 N = 15
Within 5,514,752 −1.60 × 107 3.50 × 107 T = 12

Employment
Overall 12,512.6 14,497.45 48 67,072 NT = 180
Between 12699.86 813 50190.67 N = 15
Within 7668.181 −5985.011 62091.91 T = 12

Productivity
Overall 428.838 563.5947 19.6428 4078.363 NT = 180
Between 364.3505 85.9931 1470.145 N = 15
Within 439.3695 −587.8283 3037.057 T = 12

Capital
Overall 175,329 3,860,281 4686 3.42 × 107 NT = 180
Between 2,541,552 160,494.1 9,332,244 N = 15
Within 2973086 −5173360 2.66 × 107 T = 12

Energy
Overall 0.0730 0.11774 0.0010 0.6210 NT = 180
Between 0.11285 0.0132 0.4650 N = 15
Within 0.04369 −0.1539 0.2290 T = 12

Cost of
Labor

Overall 275,439 488,709.7 1329 4,023,882 NT = 180
Between 351,034.5 30,176.83 1,466,912 N = 15
Within 350,976.4 −867,761 2,832,410 T = 12

Source: Authors’ computations using Stata.

5.2. Regression Results and Analysis

In this section, static and dynamic panel data models are estimated for the industry panel data
available from 2005 to 2016. The data contains 15 industry groups listed in Table 1 and all of them
are included in the analysis. Thus, the data includes the entire population of the industry groups.
The estimated models are pooled OLS, fixed effects (FE), and random effects (RE) models from the
static panel estimators, while difference GMM and system GMM are presented as dynamic estimators.
Three different model specifications are used in the estimation. In the first model, industry group
production is the dependent variable, while energy, labor, and capital are explanatory variables.
In this model, the returns in relation to the scale of production are calculated based on the sum of the
coefficients for the three input variables. In the second model, manufacturing labor productivity is
specified as employment (labor), capital (fixed assets), value of energy, and time trend (technology) as
the explanatory variables. In this model, the coefficients measure the scale effect of the explanatory
variables on labor productivity of the industry groups and labor represents the scale effect. In the third
model, the manufacturing sector’s labor productivity is explained by measuring energy and capital
intensities respectively. In all the three model specifications, a trend is included to capture a shift in the
labor productivity function or rate of technological change. All variables (with the exception of trend)
are transformed into logarithmic form so that the coefficients are interpreted as input elasticities.

Accordingly, Table 4 shows the results of the pooled OLS for the three model specifications. In the
first model, labor, capital, energy, and technology are found to be statistically significant and positive.
These are among the key factors used for explaining the manufacturing industry’s production growth.
The elasticity of the output with respect to capital is higher than the corresponding figures for labor
and energy in these industries. The returns in relation to the scale of the production process are
1.06 implying increasing returns in relation to scale in this specification coinciding with predictions in
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the literature [1,67]. In the second model, labor is significant and positive at the one percent significance
level. However, we do not interpret the coefficient of labor and, instead, based on Equation (5d),
we find the value of α by adding one to the estimated coefficient in our model, which is zero. Then α,
in our case, will be positive, indicating the positive effect of labor on productivity in the manufacturing
industries. This can be attributed to the increasing returns in relation to the scale of production and the
type of existing industries, which are dominated by labor-intensive industries. In this model, capital is
significant and positive for labor productivity, which is a boost for the industry groups. These results
are in accordance with Otalu and Anderu and Velucchi Viviani [7,43]. Energy use also positively
effects productivity in line with other empirical studies [40–45]. In the third model, capital and energy
intensities are significant and positive and help explain labor productivity in the manufacturing
industries in line with other studies [46,50,51]. Our results confirm that labor productivity is high
and more elastic for energy intensity than for capital in the Ethiopian manufacturing industries.
The models show that adjusted R2 is high and the probability of F-statistics is significant, confirming
the appropriateness of the model’s specifications (see Table 4).

Table 4. Pooled OLS estimation results for the three models.

Variables
Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

Robust Robust Robust
Coef. Std. Err Coef. Std. Err Coef. Std. Err

Labor (log) 0.2730 *** (0.0755) −0.7269 *** (0.0755) - -
Capital (log) 0.7029 *** (0.0544) 0.7027 *** (0.0544) 0.0014 *** 0.0004
Energy (log) 0.0895 *** (0.0146) 0.0895 *** (0.0146) 0.1082 *** 0.0127
Time trend 0.0226 *** (0.0502) 0.0226 *** (0.0050) 0.0374 *** 0.0088
Constant 0.7930 *** (0.1996) 0.7930 *** (0.1996) 1.7272 *** 0.0541

RTS 1.0655
AdjR2 0.8979 0.8285 0.6074

F-statistics
(p-value) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

Notes: ***, **, * denote the statistical significance levels at 1%, 5%, and 10%, respectively. *Model 1: Output is
the dependent variable. *Model 2: Labor productivity is the dependent variable (scale effect). *Model 3: Labor
productivity is the dependent variable (input intensity effect).

It should be noted that the pooled OLS model ignores industry effects that may generate biased
results. However, it serves well to establish the model’s specifications. Table 5 presents the static panel
data model estimation results. In this section, only the second and third models are estimated using
fixed effects (FE) and random effects (RE) estimation methods. The fixed effects model allows the
industry effects and inputs to be correlated, while the random effects model assumes that these are
not correlated. The fixed effects model is consistent and unbiased regardless of the correlated effects,
but the random effects model is valid and efficient. In this case, since the industry groups are made up
of the population of industries, the fixed effects model is a better choice. For a comparison, we estimate
the models using both estimation methods.

In the fixed effects model, labor is statistically significant and is a positive factor in explaining the
variations in manufacturing productivity in Ethiopia. This is expected based on theoretical predictions
as more labor employment induces labor productivity. The fixed effects model’s estimation results
confirm that energy, capital, and technology positively effects labor productivity, and all of them are
statistically significant at the one percent level of significance. The input intensity model based on the
fixed effects estimation shows that capital intensity and energy intensity are statistically significant
factors for explaining labor productivity in the Ethiopian manufacturing industries. However, in this
case, productivity is more elastic in relation to capital intensity than energy intensity. In the random
effects model, energy, capital, and technology are positive and statistically significant in explaining
the industry groups’ labor productivity, while the coefficient for labor is negative, but, based on
Equation (5d), α is found by adding one to the coefficient, which gives us a positive coefficient with a
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value of 0.45. For the intensity model, the random effects estimation approach confirms the significance
of energy and capital intensities positively effecting labor productivity. Like the fixed effects model’s
results, productivity is less elastic in relation to energy intensity than it is to capital intensity. In all
the models, the coefficients for trends are positive and significant, implying a positive shift in labor
productivity because of technological changes in Ethiopian manufacturing industries during the
study period.

The models give different results for some of the explanatory variables, so we cannot take into
account the results of all the models. Instead, we must select a model that explains the data using
different tests and base the analysis on the optimal model’s specifications. To choose between pooled
and random effects models, we used the Breusch and Pagan lagrange multiplier (LM) tests with the
null hypothesis that pooled OLS is an appropriate model that explains the data better relative to the
random effects model. The Hausman test compares the random effects model with the fixed effects
model and the null hypothesis for the Hausman test shows that the random effects model is not
appropriate for representing the data relative to the fixed effects model. Accordingly, in both cases,
the p-value of chi2 and chibar2 forces us to reject the null hypothesis. Therefore, the fixed effects model
is preferred to the pooled OLS model and the fixed effects model is preferred to the random effects
model to represent our data. To control for the heteroscedasticity problem, standard errors reported in
all the models are robust.

Table 5. Static panel estimation results for Models 2 and 3.

Fixed Effects Random Effects

Variables
Model 2 Model 3 Model 2 Model 3

Coef. Coef. Coef. Coef.

Log Labor −0.5541 ***
(0.1287)

-
-

−0.5748 ***
(0.1311)

-
-

Log Capital 0.3545 ***
(0.0420)

0.3807 ***
(0.0475)

0.4205 ***
(0.0449)

0.4513 ***
(0.0562)

Log Energy 0.0405 **
(0.0209)

0.0335 ***
(0.0113)

0.0474 ***
(0.0201)

0.0487 ***
(0.0182)

Time Trend 0.0552 ***
(0.0075)

0.0454 ***
(0.0045)

0.0486 ***
(0.0065)

0.0400 ***
(0.0046)

Constant 2.0353 ***
(0.5567)

1.3045 ***
(0.0822)

1.7624 ***
(0.4978)

1.1679 ***
(0.1056)

Test H0 & H1 Appropriate Model Prob of chi2 & chibar2 Decision
Breusch and Pagan

LM Test
H0 Pooled OLS

0.000 reject H0H1 Random Effects

Hausman test
H0 Random Effects

0.000 reject H0H1 Fixed Effects

Notes: ***, **, * denote statistical significance levels at the 1%, 5%, and 10%, respectively. *Model 2: Labor productivity
as the dependent variable (scale effect). *Model 3: Labor productivity as the dependent variable (intensity effect).

Table 6 gives the dynamic panel model’s estimation results for both the difference GMM and
system GMM models. Unlike static panel models, these models include the lag of the dependent
variable as an explanatory variable in addition to the other variables. In the dynamic models, problems
of heteroscedasticity and autocorrelation are considered. In both the scale effects (Model 2) and the
input intensity models (Model 3), lagged labor productivity is found to be significant and positive in
explaining changes in the manufacturing industry’s labor productivity in Ethiopia. This shows that the
previous year’s productivity increases current productivity, which, in our case, is labor productivity.
An increase in employment for the industry groups has a positive and significant effect which is
attributed to increasing returns to scale and the labor-intensive nature of manufacturing industries
in both the cases. In both the difference GMM and system GMM models, energy induces labor
productivity. Comparing our results with those from developing countries suggests that our results
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are in line with those from some sub-Saharan African countries, such as those reported by Kebede
et al. and Akinlo [12,18]. However, the effect of energy on productivity for some African countries
shows that it is not as important as labor and capital [10,39], signifying the mixed empirical results of
the relationship between energy and growth as one major reason for undertaking this specific study.
The empirical validation in our case is at the industry level and not at the aggregate national level and
this is one of the contributions of this study to the existing literature, as it is what makes this study
different from the existing studies. Unlike other studies, the consistency of our results is empirically
confirmed using different model specifications and alternative estimation strategies. In addition to the
role of energy in productivity, the effects of labor, capital, and technological change on manufacturing
productivity are also empirically validated in Ethiopia. This provides crucial policy input for the
country’s industrial policy.

Table 6. Dynamic panel estimation results for Models 2 and 3.

Difference GMM System GMM

Variables
Model 2 Model 3 Model 2 Model 3

Coef. Coef. Coef. Coef.

Productivity_L1 0.1443
(0.1286)

0.1210
(0.1667)

0.1342 **
(0.0592)

0.0990
(0.1004)

Log Labor −0.6557 ***
(0.1155)

-
-

−0.5997 ***
(0.0549)

-
-

Log Capital 0.5438 ***
(0.0516)

0.0007 ***
(0.0002)

0.5276 ***
(0.0442)

0.5391 ***
(0.0373)

Log Energy 0.0393 ***
(0.0188)

0.0221
(0.0153)

0.0357 ***
(0.0098)

0.0311 ***
(0.0071)

Time trend 0.0263 ***
(0.0091)

0.0451 ***
(0.0157)

0.0255 ***
(0.0039)

0.0251 ***
(0.0086)

Constant 1.1946 ***
(0.4445)

1.6935 ***
(0.3551)

1.0919 ***
(0.2333)

0.8973 ***
(0.2006)

AR (2) 0.499 0.520
Test for autocorrelation 0.1958 0.1287
Number of instruments 5 4

Number of groups 15 15

Notes: ***, **, * denote the statistical significance levels at 1%, 5%, and 10% levels respectively. *Model 2: Labor
productivity as the dependent variable (scale effect) *Model 3: Labor productivity as the dependent variable (input
intensity effect).

In the input intensity model (Model 3), the elasticity productivity for energy intensity is higher
than capital intensity, while the opposite is the case for the system GMM model. Capital is positive
and significant in all the models for increasing labor productivity. The coefficient of the time trend has
a positive sign in all the models, indicating technological progress with an expected positive effect on
the productivity of the industries (see Table 6).

Table 7 discusses the results of the system GMM dynamic estimator, including dummies for trends.
Our results show that, in both the models, energy magnitude and energy intensity are statistically
significant and positive factors in increasing labor productivity in the manufacturing industry groups;
this finding coincides with other findings in the literature [34–36]. Besides, the magnitude of capital and
capital intensity are positive factors for labor productivity. In both the models, time dummies are positive
throughout. The results show that there is no cyclical effect and, instead, labor productivity increases
in both cases over time, which can be attributed to technical changes, increasing labor productivity.
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Table 7. System GMM dynamic panel with time dummies for Models 2 and 3.

System GMM Dynamic Panel (With Time Dummies)

Scale Effect Model
(Model 2)

Input Intensity Effect Model
(Model 3)

Coff. Std. Err Coff. Std. Err

Productivity_L1 0.1653 * (0.0877) 0.1660 * (0.0874)
Log Labor −0.6872 *** (0.0607) - -

Log Capital 0.6784 *** (0.0545) 0.7145 *** (0.0481)
Log Energy 0.0954 *** (0.0171) 0.0947 *** (0.0108)
D.trend(2) 0.7977 *** (0.1921) 0.0709 (0.0805)
D.trend(3) 0.8422 *** (0.1929) 0.1068 ** (0.0805)
D.trend(4) 0.8978 *** (0.1933) 0.1632 (0.0805)
D.trend(5) 0.8448 *** (0.1982) 0.1036 (0.0807)
D.trend(6) 0.8115 *** (0.2085) 0.0744 (0.0817)
D.trend(7) 0.9268 *** (0.2058) 0.1885 ** (0.0814)
D.trend(8) 0.9867 *** (0.2121) 0.2669 *** (0.0832)
D.trend(9) 1.0325 *** (0.2178) 0.2701 *** (0.0835)

D.trend(10) 1.0505 *** (0.2191) 0.2948 *** (0.0832)
D.trend(11) 0.9460 *** (0.2271) 0.1892 ** (0.0858)
D.trend(12) 0.9808 *** (0.2277) 0.2142 ** (0.0857)

AR (2) 0.853 0.779
Test for Autocorrelation 0.1200 0.1287
Number of Instruments 14 14

Number of groups 15 15

Notes: ***, **, * denote the statistical significance levels at 1%, 5%, and 10% levels respectively. *Model 2: Labor
productivity as the dependent variable (scale effect). *Model 3: Labor productivity as the dependent variable (input
intensity effect).

One major objective of this study was to ascertain whether an empirical relationship existed
between energy and labor productivity in Ethiopian industries, along with investigating whether it
positively affected productivity or limited it. The results of all the models confirm that the energy-related
parameter is significant and positive, showing that an increase in energy consumption enhances labor
productivity in Ethiopian manufacturing industry groups. This result coincides with other empirical
studies [15–17,46]. However, in Ethiopia, agriculture was previously a major source of livelihood for
the population. Agriculture was a dominant sector in terms of the employment share up until recently,
when traditional services emerged to dominate the economy [21,23]. The share of manufacturing
in Ethiopian GDP was very low, indicating output and premature deindustrialization [20,21,24].
This requires serious engagement for identifying and prioritizing the major explanatory factors for the
manufacturing industry. Furthermore, manufacturing is more energy intensive relative to other sectors
and the interdependence between energy and industries is a crucial tool for sustainable economic
development [6,32]. Accordingly, empirically identifying the role of energy in the manufacturing
productivity of Ethiopia can contribute to industrial policy input. The labor input is significant
and positive in the scale effects model (Model 2). This means that an increase in labor employment
will increase labor productivity due to increasing returns and the labor-intensive nature of the
industries [7,30]. Finally, we reported the diagnostic tests for serial correlation and heteroscedasticity.
The AR (2) test validated the model, free from the serial correlation problem. The number of instruments
used were less than the groups in both the dynamic panel estimation approaches.

6. Conclusions and Policy Implications

This study investigated the effect of energy on manufacturing labor productivity in Ethiopia using
panel data for manufacturing industry groups. Fifteen industries were included in the study covering
12 years of data from 2005 to 2016. The number of industry groups and the period was determined by
data availability. Data were obtained from the Central Statistical Authority (CSA) in Ethiopia. We used
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both descriptive and econometric approaches for examining the empirical relationships between the
variables of interest conditional on some other variables and characteristics. This study had two specific
objectives: examining the existence of an empirical relationship between energy and labor productivity
in the manufacturing industry and estimating the elasticity effect of energy on labor productivity.

Three models were estimated. The first model is a conventional production function with labor,
capital, and energy as the explanatory variables along with a time trend to proxy for capturing
technological change. The second model measures the scale effect of energy with the control variables
labor, capital, and technology. The third model measures the intensity effect of energy and capital on
labor productivity in Ethiopian manufacturing industries. Accordingly, static and dynamic panel data
models were estimated—pooled OLS, fixed effects, and random effects static panel estimators, along
with difference and system GMM dynamic panel models.

The data for industrial group production showed that the overall trends in production were
steady and constant over the study period, except for the food and beverage industry, which rapidly
increased (industry code 1). On average, the energy use trend increased in the food and beverage
industry (industry code 1) as well as the textile industry (industry code 3). The share of production
across the 15 industry groups was dominated by the food and beverage industry (industry code 1),
followed by the non-metallic mineral products industry (industry code 10). The non-metallic mineral
products industry was found to be more energy intensive than the others.

In the first model, the manufacturing production function was estimated with labor, capital, and
energy as the inputs in the production process. The time trend was included to capture technological
change. In this model, energy, capital, and labor were statically significant and positive in augmenting
manufacturing production in Ethiopia; this result is similar to that of other empirical studies [15–17].
Technology was also significant and a positive factor in industrial growth in Ethiopia. In this model,
the sample average returns in relation to the scale of production were 1.07, implying increasing returns
in relation to the scale of the manufacturing industries. Labor and capital were statistically significant
in all the models at the one percent level of significance.

Across the models, some variables had different significance levels, which led us to select an
appropriate model that fit the data best. Both static and dynamic model estimation methods were
considered, and we got different estimated coefficient results. For the static models, limitations in
considering endogeneity, omitted variable bias, autocorrelation, and heteroscedasticity led to the
dynamic panel model estimator being selected over the static panel estimator. The system GMM
estimator was chosen over the difference GMM model based on the diagnostic tests and to overcome
the limitations of missing observations in the difference GMM model.

In all the models, an increase in employment induced labor productivity due to increasing returns
to scale and the labor-intensive nature of the industries. Energy positively explains labor productivity
in manufacturing industries in Ethiopia. This means an increase in the use of energy-enhanced labor
productivity in the industry groups. Capital intensity use gave a boost to labor productivity, which is
consistent with theoretical predictions. In addition, a system GMM model was estimated, including time
dummies for the scale effect and input intensity models. In both the cases, labor productivity increased
over time, signifying the positive effect of technical change on manufacturing labor productivity
in Ethiopia. Across the different approaches used, the role of energy use and energy intensity
was consistently significant and positive in explaining labor productivity changes in Ethiopian
manufacturing industries.

This study showed that energy induces labor productivity in the manufacturing industry groups
in Ethiopia, showing that the efficient use of energy increases industrial growth. It also empirically
identified labor and capital as essential determinant factors of productivity in the manufacturing
industries in Ethiopia, complemented by technological change effects. This indicates a need to organize
resources in a way that boosts the growth of the industries. Energy and capital should also be efficiently
used, as the results show that productivity is elastic in relation to a change in energy and capital input
intensities in the manufacturing industries in Ethiopia.
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A review of the existing literature showed that the role of energy in productivity is controversial
across countries [10,17,44,57]. This study adds to the literature by empirically validating the positive
role of energy in productivity, applying different model specifications and estimation methods to
Ethiopia’s manufacturing industries. This implies that industrial policies in Ethiopia should focus on
the efficient use of energy along with labor, capital, and technical changes to overcome the premature
deindustrialization pattern over time. Research on the energy efficiency and energy productivity of the
manufacturing industries in Ethiopia is expected to provide additional policy inputs. This type of
research can be extended to cross-country analyses in developing countries, using the manufacturing
industry as a case study.
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